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Abstract. The total irregularity of a graph G is defined as irrt .G/ D 12
P
u;v2V.G/ jdG.u/ 
dG.v/j, where dG.u/ denotes the degree of a vertex u 2 V.G/. In this paper we give (sharp)
upper bounds on the total irregularity of graphs under several graph operations including join,
lexicographic product, Cartesian product, strong product, direct product, corona product, dis-
junction and symmetric difference.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a simple undirected graph with jV.G/j D n vertices and jE.G/j D m
edges. The degree of a vertex v in G is the number of edges incident with v and it
is denoted by dG.v/. A graph G is regular if all its vertices have the same degree,
otherwise it is irregular. However, in many applications and problems it is of great
importance to know how irregular a given graph is. Several graph topological indices
have been proposed for that purpose. Among the most investigated ones are: the
irregularity of a graph introduced by Albertson [5], the variance of vertex degrees
[8], and Collatz-Sinogowitz index [12].
The imbalance of an edge e D uv 2 E, defined as imb.e/ D jdG.u/ dG.v/j,
appeares implicitly in the context of Ramsey problems with repeat degrees [6], and
later in the work of Chen, Erdo˝s, Rousseau, and Schlep [11], where 2-colorings of
edges of a complete graph were considered. In [5], Albertson defined the irregularity
of G as
irr.G/D
X
e2E.G/
imb.e/: (1.1)
It is shown in [5] that for a graph G, irr.G/ < 4n3=27 and that this bound can be ap-
proached arbitrary closely. Albertson also presented upper bounds on irregularity for
bipartite graphs, triangle-free graphs and a sharp upper bound for trees. Some claims
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about bipartite graphs given in [5] have been formally proved in [19]. Related to Al-
bertson’s result is the work of Hansen and Me´lot [18], who characterized the graphs
with n vertices and m edges with maximal irregularity. The irregularity measure irr
also is related to the first Zagreb index M1.G/ and the second Zagreb index M2.G/,
one of the oldest and most investigated topological graph indices, defined as follows:
M1.G/D
X
v2V.G/
d2G.v/ and M2.G/D
X
uv2E.G/
dG.u/dG.v/:
Alternatively the first Zagreb index can be expressed as
M1.G/D
X
uv2E.G/
ŒdG.u/CdG.v/ : (1.2)
Fath-Tabar [15] established new bounds on the first and the second Zagreb indices
that depend on the irregularity of graphs as defined in (1.1). In line with the standard
terminology of chemical graph theory, and the obvious connection with the first and
the second Zagreb indices, Fath-Tabar named the sum in (1.1) the third Zagreb index
and denoted it by M3.G/. The graphs with maximal irregularity with 6, 7 and 8
vertices are depicted in Figure 1.
(c)(a) (b) (d)
KS2,6KS2,4 KS2,5 KS3,5
FIGURE 1. (a) The graph with 6 vertices with maximal irr. (b)The
graph with 7 vertices with maximal irr. (c) and (d) Graphs with 8
vertices with maximal irr.
Two other most frequently used graph topological indices, that measure how irreg-
ular a graph is, are the variance of degrees and the Collatz-Sinogowitz index [12].
Let G be a graph with n vertices and m edges, and 1 be the index or largest eigen-
value of the adjacency matrix AD .aij / (with aij D 1 if vertices i and j are joined
by an edge and 0 otherwise). Let ni denotes the number of vertices of degree i for
i D 1;2; : : : ;n  1. Then, the variance of degrees and the Collatz-Sinogowitz index
are respectively defined as
Var(G)D 1
n
n 1X
iD1
ni

i   2m
n
2
and CS(G)D 1  2m
n
: (1.3)
Results of comparing irr, CS and Var are presented in [8, 13, 16].
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There have been other attempts to determine how irregular graph is [2–4, 7, 9, 10,
20], but heretofore this has not been captured by a single parameter as it was done by
the irregularity measure by Albertson.
The graph operation, especially graph products, plays significant role not only
in pure and applied mathematics, but also in computer science. For example, the
Cartesian product provide an important model for linking computers. In order to
synchronize the work of the whole system it is necessary to search for Hamiltonian
paths and cycles in the network. Thus, some results on Hamiltonian paths and cycles
in Cartesian product of graphs can be applied in computer network design [23]. Many
of the problems can be easily handled if the related graphs are regular or close to
regular.
Recently in [1] a new measure of irregularity of a graph, so-called the total irreg-
ularity, that depends also on one single parameter (the pairwise difference of vertex
degrees) was introduced. It was defined as
irrt .G/D 1
2
X
u;v2V.G/
jdG.u/ dG.v/j : (1.4)
In the next theorem the upper bounds on the total irregularity of a graph are presented.
Graphs with maximal total irregularity are depicted in Figure 2.
Theorem 1 ([1]). For a simple undirected graph G with n vertices, it holds that
irrt .G/
8ˆ<ˆ
:
1
12
.2n3 3n2 2n/ n even,
1
12
.2n3 3n2 2nC3/ n odd.
Moreover, the bounds are sharp.
: : :
: : :
: : :
: : :
FIGURE 2. Graphs with maximal total irregularity for even and odd
n, respectively (dashed edges are optional).
The motivation to introduce the total irregularity of a graph, as modification of the
irregularity of graph, is twofold. First, in contrast to irr.G/, irrt .G/ can be computed
directly from the sequence of the vertex degrees (degree sequence) ofG. Second, the
most irregular graphs with respect to irr are graphs that have only two degrees (see
Figure 1 for an illustration). On the contrary the most irregular graphs with respect to
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irrt , as it is shown in [1], are graphs with maximal number of different vertex degrees
(graphs with all doted (optional) edges in Figure 2), which is much closer to what
one can expect from “very” irregular graphs. Very recently, irregularity measures irr
and irrt were compared in [14], where it was shown that for a connected graph G
with n vertices irrt .G/  n2irr.G/=4 . Moreover, if G is a tree, then it was shown
that irrt .G/ .n 2/irr.G/.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the total irregularity of graphs under several
graph operations including join, Cartesian product, direct product, strong product,
lexicographic product, corona product, disjunction and symmetric difference. De-
tailed exposition on some graph operations one can find in [17].
2. RESULTS
We start with simple observations about the complement and the disjoint union.
The complement of a simple graph G with n vertices, denoted by G, is a simple
graph with V.G/ D V.G/ and E.G/ D fuv ju;v 2 V.G/ and uv … E.G/g. Thus,
uv 2 E.G/” uv … E.G/. Obviously, E.G/[E.G/D E.Kn/, and for a vertex
u, we have dG.u/D n 1 dG.u/. From jdG.u/ dG.v/j D jn 1 dG.u/  .n 
1 dG.v//j D jdG.u/ dG.v/j it follows that irrt .G/D irrt .G/:
For two graphs G1 andG2 with disjoint vertex sets V.G1/ and V.G2/ and disjoint
edge sets E.G1/ and E.G2/ the disjoint union of G1 and G2 is the graph G DG1[
G2 with the vertex set V.G1/[V.G2/ and the edge set E.G1/[E.G2/. Obviously,
irrt .G[H/ irrt .G/C irrt .H/:
Next we present sharp upper bounds for join, lexicographic product, Cartesian
product, strong product, direct product, corona product and upper bounds for dis-
junction and symmetric difference.
2.1. Join
The join GCH of simple undirected graphs G andH is the graph with the vertex
set V.G CH/ D V.G/[ V.H/ and the edge set E.G CH/ D E.G/[E.H/[
fuv W u 2 V.G/; v 2 V.H/g.
Theorem 2. Let G and H be simple undirected graphs with jV.G/j D n1 and
jV.H/j D n2 such that n1  n2. Then,
irrt .GCH/ irrt .G/C irrt .H/Cn2 .n1 1/.n1 2/:
Moreover, the bound is best possible.
Proof. The total irregularity of GCH is
irrt .GCH/D 1
2
X
u;v2V.GCH/
jdGCH .u/ dGCH .v/j
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D 1
2
X
u;v2V.G/
jdGCH .u/ dGCH .v/j
C 1
2
X
u;v2V.H/
jdGCH .u/ dGCH .v/j
C
X
u2V.G/
X
v2V.H/
jdGCH .u/ dGCH .v/j : (2.1)
By definition, jV.GCH/j D jV.G/jC jV.H/j D n1Cn2. For vertices u 2 V.G/
and v 2 V.H/, it holds that dGCH .u/D dG.u/Cn2 and dGCH .v/D dH .v/Cn1.
Thus, further we have
irrt .GCH/D 1
2
X
u;v2V.G/
jdG.u/ dG.v/jC 1
2
X
u;v2V.H/
jdH .u/ dH .v/j
C
X
u2V.G/
X
v2V.H/
j.dG.u/Cn2/  .dH .v/Cn1/j (2.2)
D irrt .G/C irrt .H/C
X
u2V.G/
X
v2V.H/
jn1 n2CdH .v/ dG.u/j :
Under the constrains n1  n2, dG.u/  n1   1, and dH .v/  n2   1, the double
sum
P
u2V.G/
P
v2V.H/
jn1 n2CdH .v/ dG.u/j is maximal when H is a graph with
maximal sum of vertex degrees, i.e., H is the complete graph Kn2 , and G is a graph
with minimal sum of vertex degrees, i.e., G is a tree on n1 vertices Tn1 . Thus,X
u2V.G/
X
v2V.H/
jn1 n2CdH .v/ dG.u/j

X
u2V.Tn1 /
X
v2V.Kn2 /
ˇˇˇ
n1 n2CdKn2 .v/ dTn1 .u/
ˇˇˇ
D
X
u2V.Tn1 /
X
v2V.Kn2 /
ˇˇˇ
n1 1 dTn1 .u/
ˇˇˇ
D n2
X
u2V.Tn1 /

n1 1 dTn1 .u/

D n2n1.n1 1/ 2n2.n1 1/
D n2.n1 1/.n1 2/; (2.3)
and
irrt .GCH/ irrt .G/C irrt .H/Cn2.n1 1/.n1 2/: (2.4)
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When n1  2, irrt .G/D irrt .H/D irrt .GCH/D 0, and the claim of the theorem
is fulfilled. From the derivation, it follows that (2.4) is equality when H is compete
graph on n2 vertices and G is any tree on n1 vertices . 
Example. Let denote byHi a graph with jV.Hi /j D i isolated vertices (vertices with
degree zero). Then, the bipartite graph Ki;j is a join of Hi and Hj . Analogously,
the complete k-partite graphG DKn1; ;nk is join ofHn1 ; : : : ;Hnk . Straightforward
calculation shows that irrt .Kni ;nj / D ninj
ˇˇ
nj  ni
ˇˇ
, For the total irregularity of
Kn1; ;nk we have
irrt .Kn1; ;nk /D
1
2
X
u;v2V.Kn1;;nk /
jdG.u/ dG.v/j
D
k 1X
iD1
kX
jDiC1
0B@1
2
X
u;v2V.Kni ;nj /
jdG.u/ dG.v/j
1CA
D
k 1X
iD1
kX
jDiC1
ninj
ˇˇ
nj  ni
ˇˇD k 1X
iD1
kX
jDiC1
irrt .Kni ;nj /:
2.2. Lexicographic product
The lexicographic productG ıH (also known as the graph composition) of simple
undirected graphs G and H is the graph with the vertex set V.G ıH/ D V.G/
V.H/ and the edge set E.G ıH/ D f.ui ;vk/.uj ;vl/ W Œuiuj2 E.G/_ Œ.vkvl 2
E.H//^ .ui D uj /g.
Theorem 3. LetG andH be simple undirected graphs with jV.G/jDn1, jV.H/jD
n2 then,
irrt .G ıH/ n32 irrt .G/Cn21 irrt .H/:
Moreover, this bound is sharp for infinitely many graphs.
Proof. By the definition of G ıH , it follows that jV.G ıH/j D n1n2
and dGıH .ui ;vj /D n2dG.ui /CdH .vj / for all 1  i  n1;1  j  n2. Applying
those relations, we obtain
irrt .G ıH/D 1
2
X
.ui ;vk/2V.GıH/
.uj ;vl /2V.GıH/
ˇˇ
dGıH .ui ;vk/ dGıH .uj ;vl/
ˇˇ
D 1
2
X
ui ;uj2V.G/
vk ;vl2V.H/
ˇˇ
n2dG.ui / n2dG.uj /CdH .vk/ dH .vl/
ˇˇ
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 1
2
X
ui ;uj2V.G/
vk ;vl2V.H/
 
n2
ˇˇ
dG.ui / dG.uj /
ˇˇCjdH .vk/ dH .vl/j
D 1
2
n32
X
ui ;uj2V.G/
ˇˇ
dG.ui / dG.uj /
ˇˇ
C 1
2
n21
X
vk ;vl2V.H/
jdH .vk/ dH .vl/j
D n32 irrt .G/Cn21 irrt .H/: (2.5)
To prove that the presented bound is best possible, consider the lexicographic product
Pl ıCk , l  1;k  3 (an illustration is given in Figure 3(b)). Straightforward calcula-
tions give that irrt .Pl/ D 2.l   2/, irrt .Ck/ D 0. The graph Pl ıCk is comprised
of 2k vertices of degree k C 2, and k.l   2/ vertices of degree 2k C 2. Hence,
irrt .Pl ıCk/ D 2k3.l   2/. On the other hand, the bound obtain here is irrt .Pl ı
Ck/ k3 irrt .Pl/C l2 irrt .Ck/D 2k3.l  2/. 
2.3. Cartesian product
The Cartesian product GH of two simple undirected graphs G and H is the
graph with the vertex set V.GH/D V.G/V.H/ and the edge set E.GH/D
f.ui ;vk/.uj ;vl/ W Œ.uiuj 2E.G//^.vk D vl/_ Œ.vkvl 2E.H//^.ui Duj /g. From
the definition of the Cartesian product, it follows that jV.GH/j D n1n2 and
dGH .ui ;vj / D dG.ui /C dH .vj /. Since the derivation of the upper bound on
GH is similar to the case of a graph lexicographic product, we omit the proof and
just state the result in Theorem 4. The best possible bound is obtained for PlCk ,
l  1;k  3, illustrated in Figure 3(c). The graph PlCk is comprised of 2k vertices
of degree 3, and k.l 2/ vertices of degree 4. Thus, irrt .PlCk/D 2k2.l 2/. The
bound obtain here is irrt .PlCk/ k2 irrt .Pl/C l2 irrt .Ck/D 2k2.l  2/.
Theorem 4. LetG andH be simple undirected graphs with jV.G/jDn1, jV.H/jD
n2 then
irrt .GH/ n22 irrt .G/Cn21 irrt .H/:
Moreover, this bound is sharp for infinitely many graphs.
2.4. Strong product
The strong product G H of two simple undirected graphs G and H is the
graph with the vertex set V.GH/D V.G/V.H/ and the edge set E.GH/D
f.ui ;vk/.uj ;vl/ W Œ.uiuj 2E.G//^.vk D vl/_ Œ.vkvl 2E.H//^ .ui D uj /
_ Œ.uiuj 2E.G//^ .vkvl 2E.H//g:
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u1 uk
v1
vl
v2
vl−1
...
...
· · ·
u2 uk−1
· · ·
Vertices of degree 5
Vertices of degree 8
(e) Pl × Ck
u1 uk
v1
vl
v2
vl−1
...
...
· · ·
u2 uk−1
Vertices of degree 3
Vertices of degree 4
· · ·
(c) Pl Ck
v1
vl
v2
vl−1
...
u1 uk
· · ·
u2 uk−1
CkPl
(a)
u1 uk
v1
vl
v2
vl−1
(d) Pl × Ck
...
...
· · ·
u2 uk−1
· · ·
Vertices of degree 2
Vertices of degree 4
u1 uk
v1
vl
v2
vl−1
...
...
· · ·
u2 uk−1
Vertices of degree k + 2
Vertices of degree 2k + 2
(b) Pl ◦ Ck
· · ·
FIGURE 3. .a/ Path graph on l vertices Pl , and cycle graph on k
vertices Ck , .b/ lexicographic product graph Pl ıCk , .c/ Cartesian
product graph PlCk , .d/ direct product graph Pl Ck and, .e/
strong product graph PlCk .
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Theorem 5. Let G and H be simple undirected graphs with jV.G/j D n1,
jE.G/j Dm1, jV.H/j D n2 and jE.H/j Dm2. Then,
irrt .GH/ n2 .n2C2m2/ irrt .G/Cn1 .n1C2m1/ irrt .H/:
Moreover, this bound is best possible.
Proof. From the definiton of the strong product, it follows jV.GH/j D n1n2,
jE.GH/j Dm1n2Cm2n1C2m1m2, and dGH .ui ;vk/D dG.ui /CdH .vk/C
dG.ui /dH .vk/. The total irregularity of GH is
irrt .GH/D 1
2
X
.ui ;vk/;.uj ;vl /2V.GH/
ˇˇ
dGH .ui ;vk/ dGH .uj ;vl/
ˇˇ
D 1
2
X
ui ;uj2V.G/;vk ;vl2V.H/
ˇˇ
dGH .ui ;vk/ dGH .uj ;vl/
ˇˇ
: (2.6)
Applying simple algebraic transformation and the triangle inequality, we obtainˇˇ
dGH .ui ;vk/ dGH .uj ;vl/
ˇˇD ˇˇ.dG.ui / dG.uj //C .dH .vk/ dH .vl//
C.dG.ui /dH .vk/ dG.uj /dH .vl//
ˇˇ
 ˇˇdG.ui / dG.uj /ˇˇCjdH .vk/ dH .vl/j
C 1
2
.dG.ui /CdG.uj // jdH .vk/ dH .vl/j
C 1
2
.dH .vk/CdH .vl//
ˇˇ
dG.ui / dG.uj /
ˇˇ
:
(2.7)
From (2.6) and (2.7), we obtain
irrt .GH/ 1
2
X
ui ;uj2V.G/;
vk ;vl2V.H/
ˇˇ
dG.ui / dG.uj /
ˇˇC jdH .vl/ dH .vk/j
C 1
4
X
ui ;uj2V.G/;
vk ;vl2V.H/
.dG.ui /CdG.uj // jdH .vk/ dH .vl/j
C 1
4
X
ui ;uj2V.G/;
vk ;vl2V.H/
.dH .vk/CdH .vl//
ˇˇ
dG.ui / dG.uj /
ˇˇ
D n2 .n2C2m2/ irrt .G/Cn1 .n1C2m1/ irrt .H/: (2.8)
To prove that the presented bound is best possible, consider the strong product Pl ˝
Ck , l  1;k 3, illustrated in Figure 3(e). We have, irrt .Pl/D 2.l 2/, irrt .Ck/D 0.
The graph Pl Ck is comprised of 2k vertices of degree 5, and k.l  2/ vertices of
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degree 8. Hence, irrt .Pl Ck/D 6k2.l   2/. On the other hand, the bound obtain
here, is irrt .PlCk/ l.lC2.l  1// irrt .Ck/Ck.kC2k/ irrt .Pl/D 6k2.l  2/.

2.5. Direct product
The direct productGH (also know as the tensor product, the Kronecker product
[22], categorical product [21] and conjunctive product) of simple undirected graphs
G andH is the graph with the vertex set V.GH/D V.G/V.H/, and the edge set
E.GH/Df.ui ;vk/.uj ;vl/ W .ui ;uj /2 E.G/^.vk;vl/2E.H/g. From the defin-
ition of the direct product, it follows jV.GH/j D n1n2, jE.GH/j D 2m1m2,
and dGH .ui ;vk/ D dG.ui /dH .vk/. The proof for the upper bound on G H is
similar as that of the strong product GH . Therefore, we show only that the bound
in Theorem 6 is best possible, and omit the rest of the proof.
Theorem 6. LetG andH be simple undirected graphs with jV.G/jDn1, jE.G/jD
m1, jV.H/j D n2 and jE.H/j Dm2. Then,
irrt .GH/ 2n2m2 irrt .G/C2n1m1 irrt .H/:
Moreover, this bound is best possible.
To prove that the presented bound is best possible, we consider the direct product
Pl Ck , l  1;k  3 (an illustration is given in Figure 3(d). Straightforward calcu-
lations give that irrt .Pl/D 2.l   2/, irrt .Ck/D 0. The graph Pl Ck is comprised
of 2k vertices of degree 2, and k.l   2/ vertices of degree 4. Thus, irrt .Pl Ck/D
4k2.l  2/. On the other hand, the bound obtain by Proposition 6 is irrt .Pl Ck/ 
2n2m2 irrt .G/C2n1m1 irrt .H/D 4k2.l  2/.
2.6. Corona product
The corona product GˇH of simple undirected graphs G and H with jV.G/j D
n1 and jV.H/j D n2, is defined as the graph who is obtained by taking the disjoint
union ofG and n1 copies ofH and for each i , 1 i  n1, inserting edges between the
i th vertex of G and each vertex of the i th copy ofH . Thus, the corona graph GˇH
is the graph with the vertex set V.GˇH/D V.G/[iD1;:::;n1 V.Hi / and the edge set
E.GˇH/D E.G/[iD1;:::;n1 E.Hi /[
˚
uivj W ui 2 V.G/;vj 2 V.Hi /
	
, where Hi
is the i th copy of the graph H .
Theorem 7. Let G and H be simple undirected graphs with jV.G/j D n1 and
jV.H/j D n2. Then,
irrt .GˇH/ irrt .G/Cn21irrt .H/Cn21
 
n22Cn1n2 4n2C2

:
Moreover, the bound is best possible.
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Proof. The total irregularity of GˇH is
irrt .GˇH/D 1
2
X
u;v2V.GˇH/
jdGˇH .u/ dGˇH .v/j
D 1
2
X
x;y2V.G/
jdGˇH .x/ dGˇH .y/j
C
n1X
iD1
0@1
2
X
´;t2V.Hi /
jdGˇH .´/ dGˇH .t/j
1A
C
n1 1X
iD1
n1X
jDiC1
X
´2V.Hi /;t2V.Hj /
jdGˇH .´/ dGˇH .t/j
C
n1X
iD1
X
u2V.G/;v2V.H/
jdGˇH .u/ dGˇH .v/j : (2.9)
By the definition of GˇH , jV.GˇH/j D jV.G/jCn1 jV.H/j D n1Cn1n2. For a
vetrex u 2 V.G/, it holds that dGˇH .u/D dG.u/Cn2 and for a vertex v 2 V.Hi /,
1 i  n2, we have dGˇH .v/D dH .v/C1. Thus,
irrt .GˇH/D 1
2
X
x;y2V.G/
jdG.x/ dG.y/jC 1
2
n1
X
´;t2V.H/
jdH .´/ dH .t/j
C
n1 1X
iD1
n1X
jDiC1
X
´2V.Hi /; t2V.Hj /
jdH .´/C1 dH .t/ 1j
C
n1X
iD1
X
u2V.G/;v2V.H/
jdG.u/ dH .v/Cn2 1j
D irrt .G/Cn1irrt .H/Cn1.n1 1/irrt .H/
C
n1X
iD1
X
u2V.G/;v2V.H/
jdG.u/ dH .v/Cn2 1j : (2.10)
Since n1  n2, the sum P
u2V.G/;v2V.H/
jdG.u/ dH .v/Cn2 1j is maximal whenP
u2V.G/dG.u/ is maximal, i.e.,G is the complete graphKn1 , and
P
v2V.H/dH .v/
is minimal, i.e., H is a tree on n2 vertices Tn2 . Thus,X
u2V.G/;v2V.H/
jdG.u/ dH .v/Cn2 1j
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
X
u2V.Kn1 /
X
v2V.Tn2 /
ˇˇˇ
dKn1 .u/ dTn2 .v/Cn2 1
ˇˇˇ
D
X
u2V.Kn1 /
X
v2V.Tn2 /
ˇˇˇ
n1 1 dTn2 .v/Cn2 1
ˇˇˇ
D n1
X
v2V.Tn2 /

n1Cn2 2 dTn2 .v/

D n1n2.n1Cn2 2/ 2n1.n2 1/
D n1.n22Cn1n2 4n2C2/: (2.11)
Substituting (2.11) into (2.10), we obtain
irrt .GˇH/ irrt .G/Cn21irrt .H/Cn21
 
n22Cn1n2 4n2C2

: (2.12)
From the derivation of the bound (2.12), it follows that the sharp bound is obtained
when G is compete graph on n1 vertices and H is any tree on n2 vertices. 
2.7. Disjunction
The disjunction graphG_H of simple undirected graphsG andH with jV.G/j D
n1 and jV.H/j D n2 is the graph with the vertex set V.G _H/ D V.G/ V.H/
and the edge set E.G _H/ D ˚.ui ;vk/.uj ;vl/ W uiuj 2 E.G/ _vkvl 2E.H/g.
It holds that jV.G_H/j D n1n2, and dG_H .ui ;vk/ D n2dG.ui /C n1dH .vk/ 
dG.ui /dH .vk/ for all i , k where, 1 i  n1, 1 k  n2.
Theorem 8. LetG andH be simple undirected graphs with jV.G/jDn1, jE.G/jD
m1, jV.H/j D n2 and jE.H/j Dm2. Then,
irrt .G_H/ n2 .n22C2m2/ irrt .G/Cn1 .n21C2m1/ irrt .H/:
Proof. The total irregularity of G_H is
irrt .G_H/D 1
2
X
.ui ;vk/;.uj ;vl /2V.G_H/
ˇˇ
dG_H .ui ;vk/ dG_H .uj ;vl/
ˇˇ
D 1
2
X
ui ;uj2V.G/;vk ;vl2V.H/
ˇˇ
dG_H .ui ;vk/ dG_H .uj ;vl/
ˇˇ
: (2.13)
Since dG_H .ui ;vk/ D n2dG.ui /Cn1dH .vk/ dG.ui /dH .vk/ for all i , k where,
1 i  n1, 1 k  n2. We obtainˇˇ
dG_H .ui ;vk/ dG_H .uj ;vl/
ˇˇD jn2dG.ui /Cn1dH .vk/ dG.ui /dH .vk/
  .n2dG.uj /Cn1dH .vl/ dG.uj /dH .vl//
ˇˇ
(2.14)
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Further, by simple algebraic manipulation and by the triangle inequality, we haveˇˇ
dG_H .ui ;vk/ dG_H .uj ;vl/
ˇˇ n2 ˇˇdG.ui / dG.uj /ˇˇCn1 jdH .vk/ dH .vl/j
C 1
2
.dG.ui /CdG.uj // jdH .vk/ dH .vl/j
C 1
2
.dH .vk/CdH .vl//
ˇˇ
dG.ui / dG.uj /
ˇˇ
:
(2.15)
From (2.13) and (2.15), we obtain
irrt .G_H/ 1
2
X
ui ;uj2V.G/;
vk ;vl2V.H/

n2
ˇˇ
dG.ui / dG.uj /
ˇˇCn1 jdH .vl/ dH .vk/j
C 1
4
X
ui ;uj2V.G/;
vk ;vl2V.H/
.dG.ui /CdG.uj // jdH .vk/ dH .vl/j
C 1
4
X
ui ;uj2V.G/;
vk ;vl2V.H/
.dH .vk/CdH .vl//
ˇˇ
dG.ui / dG.uj /
ˇˇ
: (2.16)
The first sum in (2.16) is equal to n32 irrt .G/Cn31 irrt .H/, the second to 2n1m1 irrt .H/,
and the third to 2n2m2 irrt .G/. Hence,
irrt .G_H/ n32 irrt .G/Cn31 irrt .H/C2n1m1 irrt .H/C2n2m2 irrt .G/
D n2 .n22C2m2/ irrt .G/Cn1 .n21C2m1/ irrt .H/:

2.8. Symmetric difference
The symmetric difference G ˚H of simple undirected graphs G and H with
jV.G/j D n1 and jV.H/j D n2 is the graph with the vertex set V.G˚H/D V.G/
V.H/ and the edge set
E.G˚H/D ˚.ui ;vk/.uj ;vl/ W eitheruiuj 2E.G/orvkvl 2E.H/	 :
It holds that jV.G˚H/j D n1n2, and d.G˚H/.ui ;vj / D n2dG.ui /Cn1dH .vj / 
2dG.ui /dH .vj / for all 1 i  n1;1 j  n2.
Much as in the previous case, we present only the bound on the total irregularity
of symmetric difference of two graphs.
Theorem 9. LetG andH be simple undirected graphs with jV.G/jDn1, jE.G/jD
m1, jV.H/j D n2 and jE.H/j Dm2. Then,
irrt .G˚H/ n2 .n22C4m2/ irrt .G/Cn1 .n21C4m1/ irrt .H/:
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3. CONCLUSION
In this paper we consider the total irregularity of simple undirected graphs under
several graph operations. We present sharp upper bounds for join, lexicographic
product, Cartesian product, strong product, direct product and corona product. It is
an open problem if the presented upper bounds on the total irregularity of disjunction
and symmetric difference are the best possible.
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